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I’ve spent more than one night at a veterinary ER with my pets. Walking into an emergency clinic and handing them your
injured or ill pet can be an emotional, intimidating experience.

To learn more about animal emergencies, what you should do, and what to expect when visiting a veterinary ER, I sat down
with staff at Walker Road Animal Hospital in Windsor, Ontario. Their clinic provides both emergency and preventative
veterinary care including:

Wellness check-ups;

Annual vaccinations (the simplest thing you can do to keep your pet out of the emergency room!);

Emergency surgeries;

Dentistry;

Endoscopy;

Ultrasound, and more.

Open 24/7

With two doctors on duty during daytime hours, wait times at Walker Road Animal Hospital are relatively short. Overnight, a
single veterinarian does double duty. The doctors work hard here, at times treating as many at ten patients in their urgent
care ward, plus waiting room emergencies and walk-ins. But, they’re a well-tuned machine; a precise, efficient team of
professionals prepped and ready to tackle whatever comes their way.

Is a Trip To the ER Necessary?

Imagine yourself in the same scenario as your pet. If that was you, would you need a doctor? If your dog takes a tumble
romping around the yard but shakes it off without a second thought, chances are he’ll be okay. But if he’s slow to get up,
refuses to walk, and doesn’t improve quickly it’s time to call the clinic.

The Phone Call

When you call the veterinary emergency clinic, they’ll ask about the accident, injury, or illness, and about your pet in general.
Are they acting normally? Do they seem stressed? In pain? The staff answering the phones are trained to help evaluate
emergencies and determine whether your pet needs to see a doctor now or can wait to see their regular vet.

Even if it’s obvious your pet needs immediate medical assistance, a quick call to the veterinary ER is a good idea. They’ll know
you’re coming and be prepared for your arrival. It also allows the clinic to better manage their time: rescheduling elective
procedures, reducing wait times.

Arriving At The Clinic

When you arrive, check in with reception. They’ll evaluate your pet’s current condition determining if it’s life-threatening
(requiring immediate medical attention), or stable.

If your pet’s condition is potentially contagious – kennel cough, for example – you might be asked wait outside away from
other animals. You’ll be called inside when a doctor is available to see your pet. And just like a human ER, sometimes that
wait can be lengthy, depending on the nature of the emergencies ahead of you.

The ABC’s Of Urgent Care

It can be frustrating to wait when your pet is sick or injured. It’s hard to watch someone else come in after you and
immediately be brought into an exam room. But don’t worry, they’re not playing favourites, they’re applying the universal
ABC’s of medical triage, the same as any ER.

Airway

Is their airway blocked or otherwise restricted?
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Breathing

Are they breathing normally? Are they struggling to breathe? Are they in shock?

Circulation

How is their heart behaving? Are they having a heart attack? Are they bleeding?

Medical History

If you’ve never been to that emergency clinic before, bring along any medications your pet is taking, vaccination information,
or medical records. Even an invoice from your pet’s last medical visit can provide valuable health insights.

Cost

Money, sadly, can play a role in treatment options. To lessen the impact of unforeseen medical expenses consider a
dedicated bank account (depositing just a few dollars monthly can make a difference), or look into pet health insurance.

A Note About Veterinary Technicians

Part EMT/ first responder, part nurse, part clinical technician (and part superhero), veterinary technicians are often the first
person to see your pet at a veterinary ER. And don’t worry if you’re seen by a tech, instead of a doctor, when you first arrive.
They not brushing you off; just the opposite – they’re giving you the specialist for that situation.

There’s never a dull moment in an ordinary day at a veterinary emergency clinic. And watching the staff at Walker Road
Animal Hospital, it’s apparent they understand that the crisis you and your pet are experiencing is anything but ordinary.

Freedom ChevalierFreedom Chevalier

French-Irish writer FREEDOM CHEVALIER is a rehabilitated thespian and the author of countless feature articles, several
dramatic plays, short stories, songs, poems and a new gritty thriller set in the world of Canadian stand-up comedy of
the 1990s (Red Dashboard Press). She currently resides outside of Boston and is desperately trying to get back to the

bay...and she really has heard every possible joke about her name.
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Who We Are

Cry of the Loon is your source for all things Ontario and Toronto. Community events, outdoor recreation, motorsports, shopping,
lifestyle, politics, the latest in local food and drink – you name it, we’re covering it for our fellow Loonatics.

  editor@cryoftheloon.ca
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